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Home-learning

Spring 1, 2019
HOW TO USE THIS GRID

Class 1

Miss Ingle

Over this half term, ‘pick and mix’ 5 activities from the boxes below. You need to choose at least one English and one Maths activity, the rest are up to you.
You can complete the activities whenever you want over the half term so long as you have done at least 5 by the end of the half term.
When you have completed one of the tasks, bring in a photo or record of the task, to display on the Home Learning wall. You could earn house points for home learning
too!
Literacy (L)
Expressive Art and Design (EAD)
Read a superhero story or comic book with a grown up. Talk about the beginning,
middle and ending of the story and talk about how you would change the story if
Create your own superhero badge using paper or card. Think about the shape and
you wrote it yourself.
colours you select and what your super-hero (or villain!) name will be…
Draw a picture of your favourite fairy tale character. Around it, write all the words
you can think of, to describe what they are like.
Write a secret message to someone using disappearing ink! Mix some lemon juice
with a little bit of water, write a message using a cotton bud and wait for it to
disappear. Lightly heat your paper over a bulb or hair dryer, to reveal your hidden
message.
Communication and Language (CL) and
Personal, Social, Emotional Development (PSED)
Read some well- known fairy tales with a grown up. What kind of moral do you
think they have behind them? Can we learn anything from the story?

Paint a picture of your favourite hero or villain.
Create a superhero or fairy tale prop. This might be a web-blaster, shield or maybe
even a glass slipper or magic mirror! Bring them in to show.

Physical Development (PD)
Do some superhero fitness training! Use items from your house/ garden to make
your own obstacle course and challenge your grown-ups to try and beat your best
time.

Talk about what it means to be a hero. Is there anyone in your family who has ever
been heroic?

Using construction toys (Lego, Duplo, stickle bricks, magnetic construction etc.) to
create a fairy tale home. This could be a princess castle, cottage in the wood or
something from your imagination!

Understanding the World (UW)

Maths (M)

Make your own superhero light, using a torch and some card/ materials. See if you
can project your symbol onto the wall of your room.

Play, ‘What’s the time Mr Wolf’ using o’clock and half past times. Make sure you
look closely at the big and small hand to check they are in the right places.

Use some magnetic powers! Play with magnets to see what super-powers they
possess. Bring them into school (or a photo) and share with the class, something
you have found out.

How strong are your hero powers? Find some heavy things around your house and
weigh them to find out. Put them in a line from lightest, to heaviest.

